Applications Developer

(Outsourcing service: end-user is the well-known Global Telecom Company)

Job Descriptions

- To understand, interpret and clarify functional requirements as well as technical requirements for product/service features and functionalities
- To work with Product and other teams to define software specifications
- To collaborate and contribute to architecture and design decisions driving product/service direction
- To develop various applications and implement various systems to meet dynamic business needs riding on the latest and proven technology
- To ensure the production problem is resolved in a timely manner and meet the SLA
- To assist in the company’s digital transformation initiatives and build common and re-usable components
- To assist in development training of team members to fast-track with latest technology development technique
- To appreciate latest technological development and adapt for application development productivity

Requirement

- Degree Holder in IT, Computer Science or related disciplines
- at least 1 year experience will be preferred (no matter part-time, internship)
- Strong core Java skills and Spring Core framework experience.
- Database experience, knowledge of SQL, Oracle
- Experience with REST API design, JMS, JPA.
- Experience in client side development in HTML5, CSS3 and AJAX
- Proficient in any JavaScript UI frameworks: JQuery, Bootstrap, AngularJS, React.js, Vue.js
- Knowledge in Apache MQ broker administration and performance tuning, Apache Camel and spring DSL., Spring Data, Spring Security, transaction context will be an advantage
- Capable to work in a fast-paced highly driven environment.
- Relentless drive for improvement in product, processes and people

Nature: Full Time, Contract

Benefit: Medical, MPF, 5-day work

Salary: HKD 18K – 23K (negotiable, and based on experience )

Working Location: Kowloon – Lai Chi Kok

Applications method: Send resume to teresa.hui@itchannel.asia.